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Pastoral Letter

Dear Friends,

The shopkeeper Arkwright in Open All Hours used to begin his musings on events

with "It's been a funny sort of a day..." and I think it is generally agreed that it's

going to be a funny sort of a Christmas this year. Not only are there going to be

tight restrictions on people meeting up and upon what we can do when we do meet

together, but a good number of people, nervous of putting themselves or others at

risk, are likely to be even more restricted in their activities than they are officially

required to be.

Yet the limitations of a COVID Christmas have at least obliged us to think about

the things we do year by year. We begin to reflect on what our normal Christmas

activities are intended to say or do and whether there are other ways that we can

achieve that end.

In a curious way, the COVID restrictions also help us to reflect on the very meaning

of Christmas itself. One of the hardest things about the pandemic (at least for those

who have not had to cope with the actual disease) has been the way it has prevented

people being together. People want desperately to see family and friends at

Christmas and of course at other times of year too. But is this just sentiment or a

desire for companionship? What does it say about the message of Christmas?

The human predicament (what is traditionally called the fallen state of humanity) is

set out in a number of stories in Genesis. In the Adam and Eve story, when God

discovers that Adam has eaten the apple, Adam's immediate reaction is to blame it

on Eve and Eve in turn blames it on the serpent. There is no question of them taking
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responsibility for their actions. It is someone else's fault. In the Cain and Abel story,

Cain's jealousy of his brother leads to his murdering him and then, when challenged

by God, Cain denies that he has any responsibility for Abel: "Am I my brother's

keeper?" In the story of the Tower of Babel, the builders' language is confused and

they are unable to understand each other or work together. In each case, sin causes

human relationships to break down. In one of Jesus' most famous parables,

The Prodigal Son, the son abandons his relationship with his father, which he thinks

is holding him back from having a good time and a better life. The point here is of

course that our sinful wilfulness causes our relationship with God to break down.

We become estranged from him, just as in the other stories we become estranged

from each other.

Christmas is about God coming into the world in the person of Jesus Christ in order

to repair that estrangement. Rather than waiting for us to return, God comes looking

for us, and when he does so, the event is marked by the presence of shepherds, poor

men marginalised from Jewish society, and wise men from the east, representing all

those whose faith lies beyond the boundaries of the Old Testament. Jesus' coming

into the world is about God healing divisions and estrangement. It's not surprising

that one of the great modern stories of Christmas is that of the British and German

soldiers leaving their trenches in 1914 in order to play football.

But doesn't that make our separated, isolated − even insulated − Christmas this year

specially poignant? Yes it does. But then the Birth at Bethlehem was only the

beginning of the healing process. Two thousand years later we are still separating

ourselves from God and our neighbour, still creating divisions, even without any

help from COVID-19. Yet the promise of the Christ Child is that these divisions

will be healed one day.

And if Christmas 2020 makes us realise how we have separated ourselves from

each other all those other years, if it makes us yearn that little bit more to be with

others and to work with others, if it makes us a bit more aware of our need for

God's healing, then perhaps it's what we need.

                   With  rather early but still very sincere wishes
                      for a joyous Christmas and a peaceful New Year,

                               Chris and Sara

As well as our website, the church also has a

presence on Facebook, where you can get up-

to-the-minute news and pictures and

notification of forthcoming events, and a

YouTube channel, where there is an archive of

live-streamed services.

The next issue of No Doubt will be available

from Sunday 7th February. The latest date

for submitting items for publication is

Sunday 31st January. New editorial contact

details are given inside the back cover.

Mandy and Ian Palmer (retiring editors)

This month's cover photo:  Love, Joy, Peace   @ParishPump
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Forthcoming services

Sunday 6th December Second Sunday of Advent

11:00 am Parish Communion

Thursday 10th December
10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 13th December Third Sunday of Advent

11:00 am Parish Communion
4:00 pm Christingle Service (to be viewed online)

Thursday 17th December 'O Sapientia'
10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 20th December Fourth Sunday of Advent

11:00 am Parish Communion

Thursday 24th December Christmas Eve

3:00 pm − 5:00 pm Experience Christmas*

11:30 pm Midnight Eucharist

Friday 25th December Christmas Day

10:00 am Christmas Festival Eucharist

Sunday 27th December First Sunday of Christmas; Saint John

11:00 am Parish Communion
7:00 pm Compline

Thursday 31st December Kept as The Naming of Jesus
10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 3rd January Epiphany Sunday

11:00 am Family Communion

Thursday 7th January Continuing our celebration
    of the Epiphany

10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 10th January Baptism of Jesus; First Sunday of Epiphany

11:00 am Parish Communion
7:00 pm Compline
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Thursday 14th January
10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 17th January Second Sunday of Epiphany

11:00 am Parish Communion

Wednesday 20th January
7:30 pm Ecumenical service for the

    Week of Prayer for Christian Unity

Thursday 21st January Saint Agnes
10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 24th January Third Sunday of Epiphany

11:00 am Parish Communion
7:00 pm Compline

Thursday 28th January Kept as Conversion of Saint Paul
10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 31st January Presentation of Christ in the Temple; Candlemas

11:00 am Parish Communion

Thursday 4th February Saint Gilbert of Sempringham
10:30 am Holy Communion (said)

Sunday 7th February Second Sunday before Lent

11:00 am Family Communion

*Experience Christmas

You may have noticed on our list of Christmas services that our usual Crib service

has been replaced by something called Experience Christmas which takes place

between 3pm and 5pm on Christmas Eve. The problem with holding the Crib

service as usual this year is that it attracts too many people for them all to attend

while complying with COVID restrictions. So instead, we will have a series of

tableaux or stations around the church as a sort of walk-through service, that adults

and children can experience at their own pace and whenever it suits them between

3 o'clock and 5 o'clock. Experience Easter a few years ago was a great success and

we hope this will be a different but meaningful way for families to engage with the

Christmas story.
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Parish Prayer Diary

In our weekly prayer cycle we ask the Lord God our Father to bless and guide all
those who live, work and worship in our parish.

December 6th The Mews, Britannia Walk and Monarch Crescent
Our Stepping Stones bereavement support group

December 13th Hampton Court and Commonwealth Close
Our choir and Director of Music

December 20th Bromley Road and St Andrew's Road South
Our Area Dean and our Archdeacon

December 27th Grassington Road and Pilling Avenue
The Bishops of Blackburn, Lancaster and Burnley

January 3rd All Saints' Road and Orchard Road
Our parish clergy

January 10th Clifton Drive South and Derbe Road
Our churchwardens

January 17th Victoria Road and York Road
Our Licensed Lay Ministers; Christian Unity

January 24th Boston Road, Clitheroe Road and Whalley Place
Our Parochial Church Council

January 31st Gisburn Avenue and Skipton Road
Mission and outreach in our parish

February 7th Smithy Lane and Heyhouses Lane
Our Guides, Brownies and Rainbows

Prayer Tree

Requests for prayer via the Prayer Tree should be directed to our vicar, Chris. If he
is not available please contact one of the Licensed Lay Ministers. The vicar or LLM
will then contact the next two people on the tree, and so on. The Prayer Tree
consists of about twenty members of our congregation. Prayer is an important and
positive action, particularly in these troubled times. The Prayer Tree will be
particularly useful when the need for prayer is confidential or urgent.

From the Registers

October 19th Funeral Mary Edwards (81)

October 29th Funeral June Edith Nidd (94)

November 5th Funeral Elizabeth Helen Wilson (89)

November 11th Funeral Sheila Gregson (95)
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To help you pray over Christmas

As part of our provision for those who are not able to

attend worship over Christmas − but not aimed solely

at them − I have prepared a form of prayer called the

Stations of Christmas. This is based on the idea of the

Stations of the Cross: an image to reflect on, a Bible

passage, a reflection, and a prayer for ten stations

which take us through the Christmas story and reflect

on the meaning of the coming of Christ into the

world. Most of the images are taken from our stained

glass windows in St Thomas' except for the final one

which is an icon painted by Eileen McGuckin, who

under normal circumstances often worships with us.

The Stations will be available soon as a video on

Facebook and our YouTube channel, but some of you

may prefer to have an actual booklet. If so, please let me know.

I have also combined some of the stained glass images with short Bible passages

and words from well-known carols in a simple telling of the Christmas story, called

Once In Royal David's City. I have done this with those we would normally visit in

care homes in mind, but you may well know of others who are still at home, but for

whom this might be more appropriate than the more complicated Stations of

Christmas. If you would like a copy or copies, once again let me know.
Chris Scargill

Daily Hope

Are you unable to access technology?

Even if individuals don't have a computer or tablet, most people will have some sort

of telephone. The Church of England has the Daily Hope line. The line − which is

free and available 24 hours a day on 0800 804 8044 − has been set up particularly

with those unable to join online church services during the period of restrictions in

mind. Daily Hope offers music, prayers and reflections as well as full worship

services from the Church of England at the end of a telephone line.

Daily Hope was launched in April during the first lockdown. Speaking in July,

Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby said, "Daily Hope has been a lifeline for

tens of thousands of people in the last few months. We've heard stories of people

using it who are regular church attenders and those who aren't. That's a testimony to

the vital importance of Daily Hope. I have been praying for those who have used

the phone line, and written to us, that God would bring them comfort, not just at

this time but in the weeks and months which follow. The Church will continue to

look to serve older people and those who can't easily get to a church building."
Peter Watson
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Crossword

Across

  1 Rely [Psalm 62:7] (6)
  4 "He stretches out the heavens like a — , and spreads them out like a tent

      to live in" [Isaiah 40:22] (6)
  7 What the dove carried the olive leaf in, when it returned to Noah's

      ark [Genesis 8:11] (4)
  8 Annoy [1 Samuel 1:6] (8)
  9 Judah's last king, who ended his days as a blind prisoner in

      Babylon [Jeremiah 52:11] (8)
13 "They all — and were satisfied" [Luke 9:17] (3)
16 Eliphaz the Temanite was one; so was Bildad the Shuhite and Zophar

      the Naamathite [Job 2:11; 16:2] (4,9)
17 National Association of Evangelicals (of the USA) (1,1,1)
19 Popular song for New Year's Eve, Auld — — (4,4)
24 Able dock (anag.) (8)
25 The number of stones David chose for his confrontation with

      Goliath [1 Samuel 17:40] (4)
26 Elgar's best-known Variations (6)
27 Soak [Isaiah 16:9] (6)

Down

  1 Money owing [Deuteronomy 15:3] (4)
  2 Conciliatory [Titus 3:2] (9)
  3 "Do this, whenever you — it, in remembrance of me" [1 Corinthians 11:25] (5)
  4 A group assisting in the governance of the Roman Catholic Church (5)
  5 One of the gifts Joseph's brothers took with them on their second journey

       to Egypt [Genesis 43:11] (4)
  6 "Reach out your hand and — — into my side. Stop doubting and

       believe" [John 20:27] (3,2)
10 Be outstandingly good [2 Corinthians 8:7] (5)
11 "What — — that you are mindful of him, the son of man that you care

       for him?" [Psalm 8:4] (2,3)
12 Horse's feet [Judges 5:22] (5)
13 Notice [Deuteronomy 17:4] (9)
14 Comes between 2 Chronicles and Nehemiah (4)
15 One of Israel's northern towns conquered by Ben-Hadad [1 Kings 15:20] (4)
18 Narnia's Lion (5)
20 One of the two rivers in which Naaman would have preferred to

       wash [2 Kings 5:12] (5)
21 Avarice − one of the evils that come from inside people [Mark 7:22] (5)
22 Knight Grand Cross of St Michael and St George (1,1,1,1)
23 Jacob's first wife [Genesis 29:23] (4)

Answers to all puzzles on page 38
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A mistake that makes you humble is better than a success that makes you arrogant.

He who has no Christmas in his heart will never find Christmas underneath a tree.

The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone else will save it.

With guns you can kill terrorists but with education you can kill terrorism.

Happiness comes through doors you didn't even know you'd left open.

Every time you find some humour in a difficult situation, you win.

A secret: something that you tell to only one person at a time.

Just when I was getting used to yesterday, along came today.

Most of us go to our graves with our music still inside of us.

We must deny knowledge in order to make room for faith.

It's hard to stumble when you are down on your knees.

No one is more hated than he who speaks the truth.

Dead people receive more flowers than living ones.
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Wordsearch: Silent Night

This much-loved carol comes from Austria, where it was first sung as Stille Nacht,

Heilige Nacht on Christmas Eve, 1818. It was written by Father Joseph Mohr, a

young priest at St Nicholas parish church, in the village of Oberndorf bei Salzburg.

As Christmas 1818 approached, he asked the local schoolmaster, Franz Xaver

Gruber, to compose a melody for his carol. Gruber was organist in the nearby

village of Arnsdorf, and so was happy to oblige. On Christmas Eve they presented

the carol to the church during the midnight mass. The carol went on to become

loved world-wide; and the version sung by Bing Crosby is the third best-selling

single of all time.

SILENT NIGHT LOVED CAROL

AUSTRIA FIRST SUNG STILLE

NACHT HEILIGE CHRISTMAS EVE

FATHER JOSEPH MOHR YOUNG

PRIEST ORGANIST MIDNIGHT MASS

MELODY SINGLE BING VERSION

THIRD
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Sudoku and Maze

Lateral Thinking

This is strictly one for our long-term readers! We, the retiring editors, have
produced a total of 48 editions of No Doubt, including this one. This month's back
cover picture shows a collage consisting of the covers of the previous 47 editions,
in randomised order. The 48th slot is occupied by something else. Your job is to
identify the rogue item. Good luck!

Church Flowers

The flower rota for the coming weeks is shown below. If you
wish to sponsor flowers in church, please telephone me on
728179. As we are unable to meet up at this time, if I don't hear
from people on this list, I will assume they don't wish to have an arrangement.

November 29th Advent Sunday − no flowers till Christmas

December 25th Sylvia Nicholas

January 3rd (vacant)

January 10th Wendy Mutton in memory of her parents

January 17th Janet Boyce

January 24th Jos Hoyle remembering her wedding anniversary

January 31st (vacant)

February 7th School in memory of Pam Johnson and Sue Booth

Thank you to everyone who made donations during 2020.
Glenys Markland
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Annual Meeting

The last of the APCM reports, which there was no space for last month, is below.

PCC Secretary's Report

The PCC routinely meets on the evening of the first Monday of the month, with the

exception of January and August when we hold no meeting. Written minutes are kept of
all PCC meetings and these are published to all PCC members and to any parishioners on

the electoral roll on request. Below is a brief synopsis of the main issues discussed and

decisions made by the PCC between March 2019 and March 2020.

Our March 2019 meeting focused mainly on the £24,000 overcharged by Total Gas and

Power. Sarah Sumner informed the meeting that she was making progress in our attempt

to recover the overcharge. She informed us that TG&P claimed there was a problem with
the meter readings, which was untrue and looked as though they were stalling.

In April it was suggested that we turn part of the church grounds into an eco-friendly area

as part of our mission to care for Creation. The repairs to the guttering were also
discussed and it was proposed that we accept the quote from Fairclough Roofing (in line

with the diocesan advisor's recommendations). It was also reported that in 2019 we were

required to completely revise our Electoral Roll.

In May our new Electoral Roll was adopted, consisting of 99 names: 55 resident in the

parish and 44 outside. Elizabeth O'Connor also updated the meeting with regards to

GDPR and its implications with respect to the Electoral Roll and other areas. In this
month, Tom Williamson retired from his position as Electoral Roll officer.

In June, David Bennett was elected as our new Electoral Roll officer. Also in June, the

previous year's APCM minutes were accepted by the PCC as a true record of the meeting.
It was also in June that: we accepted a new Pastoral policy; the vicar informed us that we

had managed to recover most of our money from TG&P; the vicar was appointed

chaplain to Angela Jacques, the Mayor of Fylde Borough.

In July, the vicar updated the PCC regarding the new Diocesan Board of Finance

chairman and our Parish Share, noting that perhaps we should budget over a three year

period so as to reduce the impact on our finances.

In September, the diocese offered us a free card terminal to allow us to take electronic

payments rather than cash and the offer was accepted by the PCC. The meeting also

discussed the church clock, which needs attention. David Bennett had been seeking
quotes regarding this. Debbie Wood had offered the profits from her Pilates classes

towards the cost, which is considerable; this was accepted and the money would be ring-

fenced for the clock, though the PCC decided that the issue be put on hold for now.

In October, we finally rid ourselves of Total Gas and Power, and Sarah Sumner informed

the meeting that she was standing down as treasurer.

In November, as well as starting work on the guttering, we were informed that we had a
new Patron in the person of Lady Katherine Bryan. December was concerned mostly

with our preparations for Advent and Christmas.
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By the time of our March 2020 meeting we were aware of the spread of the COVID-19

virus to the UK, and the greater part of our meeting was concerned with the virus and
with the diocesan guidelines for dealing with the pandemic. The first death in the UK

came on March 5th. The PCC was also updated by David Bennett on the decrepit state of

our flagpole. The meeting then discussed our plans for Holy Week and Pentecost. It was
noted that the vicar was standing in as treasurer until we could fill the position with a

suitably qualified person.
Mark Rutherford

On the Benefits of Dancing

Psalm 149 pronounces: "Let them praise his name with dancing."

Dancing is great at any age, in your lounge behind closed curtains
or on the stage! It is guaranteed to lift your soul whether it be the
waltz, the samba, the two-step, tango, the jive or Zumba, it all
makes you feel glad to be alive!

As a brilliant alternative you may want to get out a mat and do a modified Pilates
session bringing mobility and strength to those areas you have neglected or you
may just want to lie on a comfy carpet or bed to indulge in a couple of long gentle
stretches from top to toe before starting your day.

If you are of limited mobility, you can always indulge in a spot of 'top-bopping',
dancing from the waist up in your favourite armchair. Those of you who attend my
chair exercise sessions will know exactly what I mean!

Perhaps if none of the above appeals you could try to touch your toes every day or
get as near as you can! Joseph Pilates said "If your spine is inflexibly stiff at thirty,
you are old; if it is completely flexible at sixty (or even ninety plus) you are
young." Try it every day, it's guaranteed to make you feel revived and ready to go
and could even keep the doctor away.

There's nothing to stop you from dancing at home with someone or alone; so put on
some music, the choice is yours, there's nothing on earth to stop you; so get ready
and kick off your slippers, even though it's in your own front room or in your
garden if it's not too cold!

It's better than thinking about the things that are gone and dwelling on things
present with doom and gloom. So hit the floor, with the radio on or put on an old
record (or vinyl as they say now, I believe, they are all the rage again) and dance
away the blues to your favourite tune − "Praise him with tambourine and dance;
praise him with strings and pipe!" [Psalm 150:4], be it in the morning or afternoon,
and maybe if you are walking around in a trance in the evening, well, there are far
worse things you can do than have a dance!

Remember in the words of Ecclesiastes there is "A time to weep, and a time to
laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to dance." Keep dancing!

Debbie Wood
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School News

Just like everywhere else, Christmas at school this

year is going to be rather different from the norm.

Certain things can't take place at all: the

Christmas Concert and the Junior Carol Service, for example. Others can go ahead

in a slightly different way: parties will be for

only one class at a time; the Christmas Lunch

will see the staff from each class serving their

own 'bubble'; and Santa will still Zoom in (in

a rather more literal way than last year). The

Infant Nativity will be filmed in small groups

in various locations around the school and

then made available on the school YouTube

channel and on DVDs for parents to buy. One

thing that has hardly changed at all is the

decorating of the school Christmas tree −
always a special occasion as the classes take

turns to march into the hall and watch each

child's carefully crafted decoration being

placed proudly on one of the branches. Full

marks to our staff for the creativity, ingenuity

and sheer hard work that they have put into

ensuring that

Christmas will still

be a joyous and

exciting time for

the children.

Another thing that

hasn't changed is

the school's

tradition of

thinking of others

at Christmas time. Inspired by

Lancashire's Cards For Kindness

initiative, each class has made cards to send to a different local care home. One of

these is The Delaheys, where the school choir usually sings regularly. Knowing

how much the residents have missed this, and recognising what a lonely year they

have had, staff member Debbie Fox came up with a lovely version of the traditional

'Secret Santa': all the residents' names were put into a hat and our staff each pulled

one out and would then buy a present for that person. This very simple idea has

really taken off, with the staff already feeling they have 'got to know' their person

and putting a lot of thought and care into selecting a suitable present.
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The children, too, have got

very involved with the

whole thing, and as always

have contributed their own

words of wisdom. For

example, the suggestion of

buying a teddy for

someone to hug as "she

might not have had a

cuddle for a long while."

That really makes you

think, doesn't it?

The enthusiasm and generosity of our school family seems to be unabated by the

current circumstances, and below you can read about another initiative that took off

in a huge way. However, this should not disguise the fact that this year has been

unimaginably difficult for all schools. The latest Blackburn Diocesan briefing

describes the current term as 'torrid'. Please continue to pray for our school and for

all involved in education as they continue to deal with constant change and

management of crisis and strive to do the best for the children in their care.
Mandy Palmer

photos by St Thomas' School

Reading Adventure

We noticed this term that our home reading books in school (particularly the juniors)

were looking rather sad and uninspiring. We needed to replace and renew them! Reading

is one of the most important skills we nurture in school and this deserves only the best!

On the 9th of November the children at St Thomas'

embarked on a two week sponsored reading adventure.

Each day the children in each class read in school and

read at home. Our aim was to increase reading

confidence, time spent reading and sharing how we can

read for pleasure. The children recorded their reading

and reading tasks in their reading records. The children

have been collecting exciting words, sharing books with

family members, writing book reviews and reading

books from a variety of genres. As well as reading in

class and at home, the adults in school have recorded

videos describing their 'hook' into reading. Mr Hamilton

enjoyed Shirley Hughes, Mrs Gilmour enjoyed Mallory

Towers and Miss Hindle loved Beattrix Potter! After two

weeks we asked the families at St Thomas' to collect their sponsor money! We have

raised in excess of £3000!  The money raised will hopefully nurture the next generation

of readers!
Corinne Mason

photo by St Thomas' School
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A Christmas Story

I wrote this story a number of years ago when I was vicar of a group of country

parishes in the Staffordshire Moorlands.

A Moorland Christmas        by:   Christopher Scargill

The younger of the two policemen shivered as he got out of the Landrover and
started to walk across the yard, his sergeant already some distance ahead of him. It
was all right for the sergeant, he was a local, but the younger man had only moved
up to this division from the outskirts of the West Midlands a few months ago and he
still felt the cold. The sleet, carried on a strong bitingly cold wind, stung the two
men's faces as they looked round for the haulier. He appeared out of the house and
strode across to them clutching a mug of tea. It was obvious that he was in no mood
to offer a similar hot drink to the policemen.

"There you are! Took your time didn't you... Suppose you didn't want to come out
of your nice warm office up onto the tops on a night like this... Have you seen what
the buggers have done with my wagon. They could get me fined for bringing in
illegal immigrants, but they don't care. Only interested in getting into this country,
drawing the dole and having a nice easy life..."

By this time the three men had stopped at the rear of a container lorry. The doors
of the container gaped wide. Somehow someone had fixed them to open from the
inside. In a space amongst the boxes it was supposed to be carrying, someone had
made a sort of shelter. There was a pile of filthy blankets and wrappings which had
obviously once held food scattered around. An evil-smelling bucket with a lid stood
in one corner, but neither policeman felt inclined to investigate that further.

"Quite well prepared weren't they," remarked the younger policeman. He picked
up some of the wrapping paper, stared at the writing and frowned. "Looks sort of
East European, or maybe Middle Eastern" he said wisely.

"Well that narrows it down a lot, doesn't it" responded his superior in a scornful
voice. Now you said you saw this pair − man and a woman wasn't it, you said on
the phone. Can you describe them at all?"

"Didn't get much of a look at them," said the lorry driver. "Young, black hair, the
bloke had a sort of hooked nose − darkish-skinned but not black, if you know what
I mean − oh, and I'm pretty sure the girl was pregnant."

"Now that really does narrow it down. I can't see a couple of asylum seekers, one
of them pregnant, getting very far up here without someone reporting it," said the
sergeant. As he spoke, his radio cracked into life. The sergeant was obviously
struggling to hear over heavy interference, but clearly he was successful, for, as the
message ended he turned back towards the driver. "What did I say? I think we've
found them. Just had an emergency call to go to an unknown foreign woman gone
into labour up at Poyser's Hill Farm − they found her and the man in a cow shed,
would you believe?"

The sleet was turning into snow as, a few moments later, the Landrover turned
off Morridge and headed down a rough track towards a group of farm buildings. As
they pulled into the farm yard they were overtaken by a motor bike whose rider
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they recognised as Mike Critchlowe, the first responder from Elkstones.
"Why is it things like this always happen on Christmas Eve," he snorted. "I've

just spent half the evening trying to sort out our computer. Pete put it on to send an
email to his friend in Australia and it looks as if it's got some kind of virus. Nothing
keeps coming up except 'Emmanuel, God with us' time and time again − must be
some kind of religious nut at work."

"It's a funny kind of night altogether," put in the younger policeman. "We're
getting really weird interference on our radios − it's difficult to make out, but it
sounds like church choirs singing..."

"What did I tell you − religious nuts at work," said the first responder with a sort
of gloomy satisfaction.

"Are you lads going to stand out in the snow chatting all night, or are you coming
to help this poor wench in t'shed? She's near ready to give birth. Our lad and his
wife are with her now."

The speaker was an old man in boots, tattered jacket and overalls. Arthur Mellor
was well past seventy now and farming had never been easy up on the tops − least
of all now. But Arthur and his son still clung on with grim determination looking
after their sheep and a few cattle around Poyser's Hill − and still managing to win
prizes for the sheep in particular every year at the show.

He led them squelching through thick mud into a shed where an electric light had
been rigged up. The cattle were penned at one end and their breath steamed in the
cold night air. There were the two missing asylum seekers with blankets round their
shoulders. Arthur's daughter-in-law was kneeling beside the woman offering wise
words about breathing and pushing. The woman may or may not have understood
the words, but the arm round her shoulder clearly meant a great deal. Critchlowe,
the first responder, hurried over to help ease the baby into the world. The man
stared first anxiously at the woman and then fearfully at the police, but appeared
reassured when they made no move to seize him.

A few moments later there was a cry, followed by a baby's wail. "Congratulations
mate, you've got a little boy," shouted Critchlowe. All clustered round to see the
new baby and after a nod from the sergeant to say it was all right, the man knelt and
embraced mother and child together.

Leaving the new father to spend a few moments with his wife and son, the two
policemen strolled over to the door of the shed, where Arthur, the old farmer, was
already staring out across the valley.

"Would you look at that... Been up here the best part of seventy years and I've
never seen owt like that."

Beyond the cement works and the Cauldon quarries an amazing golden glow
filled the sky like thousands of brilliant pinpoints of light all coming together. The
three men stared open-mouthed, each filled with a sense of awe, of something
wonderful happening.

"I think this is one night shift I'm not going to forget in a hurry," said the younger
policeman in a low voice.

"Nor me", said Critchlowe, who had just walked over to join them. "Still, it's a
funny sort of way to be spending Christmas Eve..."
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A quick quiz about 2020

It's probably not going to be anyone's favourite year, but can you answer

the following twenty questions about the year just coming to its end?

(1) At the beginning of the year, job applications from weirdos and misfits were invited

from people to work at which place in London?

(2) Which famous actor who died this year is associated with the phrase 'I am Spartacus'?

(3) In March the Church of England advised against the practice of intinction. What is it?

(4) "In a world where you can be anything, be ___" wrote actress and TV personality

Caroline Flack on Instagram in December 2019?

(5) What were we supposed to do in March while singing the National Anthem or Happy

Birthday twice?

(6) This year was a leap year. What do we call other years?

(7) Which Peak District village is linked with self-isolation during a previous plague?

(8) How long, literally, is quarantine?

(9) Why did President Macron visit Britain on 18th July? What other Anglo-French

anniversary could he have remembered but for some reason it was not mentioned?

(10) How many countries launched space rockets to Mars this year?

(11) Who, in their resignation letter in August, on Twitter posted, "I have championed our

work, built our relationships and celebrated the diversity of our staff... and will always be

an ambassador for the UK and the new Foreign Commonwealth and Development

Office" after a four year career in Downing Street which had included scraps with a

neighbour? He was going to spend more time with a family in the country.

(12) Who did Rishi Sunak replace as Chancellor of the Exchequer earlier in the year?

(13) What was the Battle of the Tennis Court and why was it remembered in August?

(14) The BBC banned singing the lyrics from which song from the Last Night Of The

Proms, because it was thought to have an association with slavery and colonialism?

(15) This year marked the 400th anniversary of the voyage of the Mayflower. What event

did they start which led to a public holiday?

(16) In which US city did George Floyd die after being subdued by police officers?

(17) On what date did the UK originally go into lockdown?

(18) Which film won the Best Picture Oscar at the Academy Awards this year?

(19) During the year Donald Trump became the third US president to be impeached; who

were the other two?

(20) To which town was Dominic Cummings driving to test his eyesight after being

infected with corona virus?
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Our Churchwardens

There have been few silver linings to the COVID

situation, but perhaps we saw one of them on Sunday

1st November, when our two churchwardens, Joy and

Kath, were sworn in during the morning service. This

is something that usually happens at the

Archdeacon's Visitation, so it provided a rare chance

for us to hear the official vows as well as a

description of the duties they were agreeing to

undertake. It all sounded very daunting and certainly

gave me a much greater appreciation of what is

involved in taking on the role of churchwarden in

our, or indeed any, church. Among other things, Kath

and Joy were asked:

• Will you seek to work with the Bishop, Parish

Priest, Parochial Church Council and all who exercise leadership in your parish, to

further the mission of God and His purposes in the world?

• Will you undertake your task as a spiritual calling, and seek, through the power of the

Holy Spirit, to promote true religion, unity and peace?

• Will you care for the fabric and property of the church, as stewards under God, and

make it your responsibility to ensure its proper upkeep and repair?

The ceremony also included a

paragraph from Canon Law

outlining the responsibilities of

churchwardens. It mentions their

duty to "encourage the

parishioners in the practice of true

religion and to promote unity and

peace among them" and to

"maintain order and decency in the

church and churchyard, especially

during the time of divine service."

While one suspects (and certainly

hopes!) that the latter had more

relevance in former times, taken

together these neatly illustrate the

mix of practicality and spirituality

the role entails.

But of course this is all very

theoretical. If you want to work

out what a churchwarden actually

has to do, there is a clue in the

Since becoming a churchwarden 11 years ago, I have

really enjoyed all aspects of the various jobs to be

done. I have always enjoyed the 'meet and greet'

side of my job, thereby ensuring a good welcome is

received by all, both regular members and visitors,

together with the support I have been able to give

when required by any members of staff. As a

churchwarden I feel that there are two main

responsibilities to be carried out constantly: to ensure

that the church building is maintained in good order

and that the church members, friends and visitors are

welcomed and looked after at all times. It is of course

essential to ensure that anyone who enters the

church, either visitors, staff or regular attenders

always feel safe and secure. As churchwarden I

always try to be ready and available when needed:

for locking up on time, unlocking doors when needed,

answering questions, and I feel it is my role to be

there to assist the Vicar and members of the Ministry

Team as and when required.

Kath Asquith
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same paragraph, which states: "They shall discharge

such duties as are by law and custom assigned to

them." In other words, pretty much anything that

needs doing and isn't being done by someone else!

The cartoon below perhaps captures the essence of it.

Clearly, churchwardens' duties can vary widely and

will depend not only on what church they are in but

also that church's current circumstances and specific

needs. They may also change suddenly or even evolve

to encompass the specific skills and interests of

whoever is doing the job. All this is what makes the

role so difficult to define and so challenging to take

on. The boxes give some of the thoughts of our two

current churchwardens, in their own words.

We owe a great debt of gratitude to Kath and Joy and

indeed to everyone who, over the years, has been

prepared to undertake this vital and demanding role

within our church. The admissions ceremony includes

a prayer for grace to serve with 'dedication,

cheerfulness and humility' and that, to me, about sums

it up. Thank you.
Mandy Palmer

The official vows of the warden

still daunt me, particularly the

responsibility for the buildings.

On a day to day basis it

sometimes feels that the main

duty is the need to be the first to

arrive and inevitably one of the

last to leave the building.

Occasionally it feels that our role

is to undertake all the jobs that

no-one else is doing. One

Sunday morning soon after

becoming churchwarden,

however, I had a strong

sensation that my ultimate

responsibility is to care for the

people sat before (or currently

behind) me. It is this which

drives my service.

Joy Swarbrick

Some of the lesser known responsibilities of the churchwarden
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On how to deal with your
    church's correspondence

The Rectory

St James the Least

My dear Nephew Darren,

You may have had several years of intensive training on

biblical interpretation, preaching and church history, but

that doesn't cover the really important matters in parish life: how to evade

disgruntled parishioners, run a brisk Summer Fete and, in your case at present, deal

with correspondence, either by letter or email.

My regular practice, which I recommend to you as a New Year resolution, is to read

all the letters and emails you receive and then discard them. If the matter is truly

important, you will receive a second message, to which you respond; more likely,

the sender will either have forgotten all about his first letter or email after the

second month or will write to some other cleric instead. In either case, you will be

saved a great deal of trouble.

You only need two folders for your filing system, either for post or emails. The first

is for complaints; they are to be filed and ignored, no matter how many duplicates

you are sent. Should you be confronted personally, you simply say that the matter

has been passed on to the bishop. Those truly dogged complainants who pursue the

matter will eventually receive an episcopal reply saying he knows nothing of the

matter, for which you then blame the postal system or spammed email. After letters

and emails have ricocheted round the country for many months, the person

complaining will have lost either the energy to pursue the matter, or the will to live.

The second file receives all other correspondence or emails chronologically. The

earliest letters and emails will be at the bottom of the pile and the most recent on

the top. In my experience, the postal file only needs attention when it reaches a

height of about two feet and becomes unstable. The practice then is to discard the

lower six inches and allow it to continue its steady growth. If the stack is kept in the

church vestry, then mice usually attend to the papers on the bottom of the pile.

Sadly, your own church, with its electronic systems for filing, sorting and retrieving

correspondence and with your parish secretaries, removes all of these blessings at a

stroke. You have therefore no excuses for not dealing instantly with every note that

comes your way. As ye sow, so shall ye reap.

May I also remind you that not even Saint Paul, that unflagging letter-writer, never

ended one of his letters with a request for a prompt reply. Need I say more?

Your loving uncle,

Eustace
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Laughter Lines

Church magazine bloomers...

• Miss Charlene Mason sang I Will Not Pass This Way Again,

giving obvious pleasure to the congregation.

• Next Sunday Mrs Brown will sing a solo at the morning service before the vicar

preaches on the subject of 'Terrible experiences and how to survive them'.

• Thursday at 5pm there will be a meeting of the Little Mothers Club. All wishing to
become Little Mothers, please see the minister in his private study.

• Coming up: Theological Open House. We discuss thought-provoking topics. Your

opinions are hardly welcome.

Actual complaints received by a holiday company...

• On my holiday to India, I was disgusted to find that almost every restaurant served
curry. I don't like spicy food.

• We booked an excursion to a water park, but no one told us we had to bring our own

swimsuits and towels. We assumed it would be included in the price.

• The beach was too sandy. We had to clean everything when we returned to our room.

• No one told us there would be fish in the water. The children were scared.

• It took us nine hours to fly home from Jamaica to England. It took the Americans only
three hours to get home. This seems unfair.

• We had to line up outside to catch the boat and there was no air-conditioning.

• I was bitten by a mosquito. The brochure did not mention mosquitoes.
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Five things I'd like to see in 2021

Rev Peter Crumpler from St Albans, a former communications director for the Church of

England, offers some thoughts about the coming year.

I keep hearing people say that 2020 was a year like no other. Friends have been writing a

special journal recording the year, so they can pass it on to their grandchildren. Others

just want to leave 2020 behind and look to a happier new year. Both reactions are

completely understandable. But I've been looking ahead to 2021 and thinking about the

five top things I'd like to see in the year ahead. I wonder if you'll agree with them?

Maybe you could put together your own list.

Let's make sure the vaccines are distributed fairly and speedily
Those who most need the vaccine should receive it first, with a fair system for ensuring

everyone else can be vaccinated quickly and efficiently. We need to ensure that everyone

receives the vaccine wherever they live in the world − from the poorest to the richest.

Especially, in those parts of the world where there is war, and people live as refugees.

Let's learn the lessons of the pandemic
This means not just going back to how life was, as quickly as possible. Many of us learnt

to appreciate our family so very much more − especially when we could not be with them

for months on end. We learnt lessons about how important our neighbours and local

businesses are, how precious our NHS, medical researchers, care providers and other

frontline workers are. Let's not forget them.

Let's value nature
Those of us with gardens, or with parks or fields nearby, have been massively blessed.

I've learnt to pay attention to birdsong, to the changing colours of the trees, and how

unexpected plants have taken root in our garden. Pets have played a major part in helping

us endure the lockdowns, especially for people who live alone. May we all learn to value

the natural world on our doorsteps in the year ahead and beyond.

Let's bless technology
Without the use of the internet, meeting people online or keeping in touch via email,

Facetime or other technologies, 2020 would have been a whole lot tougher. Churches

across the country moved their Sunday services online, and soon adapted to a different

way of worshipping − not the same, but still helping us to worship together and see

familiar faces. Let's continue to give thanks for the science that made that contact

possible in 2020.

Let's value our church family
Imperfect we may be, like any family. But the months without being physically able to

worship with them, share communion with them, sing alongside them have been hard. I

value so much how many churches have risen to the pandemic challenge and sought to

serve their communities in all kinds of ways. May we take all this experience into 2021

and build upon it.

Whatever 2021 holds for you and all those that you love, I pray that you may know the

love of God in your life, and be able to pass it on to others.
@ParishPump
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Laughter Lines

'Tis the season to be jolly...

• A teacher asked her Sunday School class to draw a picture of a

Bible story with a Christmas theme. She was puzzled by one girl's picture, which

showed four people on an aeroplane. She asked her which story it was meant to

represent. The Flight to Egypt, was the reply. Pointing at each figure, the teacher

ventured: "That must be Mary, Joseph, and Baby Jesus. But who's the fourth person?"

"Oh," explained the child happily, "that's Pontius, the pilot!"

• A grandson had just taken a photograph of his grandmother who'd come to stay for

Christmas and her 89th birthday. "Grandma, I really hope we're both around next year

to have a photograph of you on your 90th birthday," he said tactfully. "Why wouldn't

we be," his grandmother shrugged, "You look healthy enough."

• This Christmas, when your family gets together, remember: a certain friction between

the generations is inevitable. After all, the young and the old have all the answers and

those in between are stuck with all the questions.

• First man: "My wife doesn't know what she wants for Christmas." Second man:

"You're lucky. Mine does."

• "I didn't look much, I've only got little eyes!" A seven-year-old, about to be told off for

peeking at their Christmas presents.

• Every Christmas, composer Giacomo Puccini would have a cake baked for each of his

friends. One year, having quarrelled with Arturo Toscanini just before Christmas, he

tried to cancel the order for the conductor's cake. But it was too late, as the cake had

already been dispatched. The following day, Toscanini received a telegram from

Puccini: "Cake sent by mistake." He replied by return: "Cake eaten by mistake."

• Two sisters had been given parts in a Christmas pageant at their church. At dinner that

night, they got into an argument as to who had the more important role. Finally, the 14

year-old said to her 8 year-old younger sister, "Well, you just ask Mum, she'll tell you

it's much harder to be a virgin than it is to be an angel."

• With a number of relatives

visiting, I was struggling to

get my wife's attention. So, I

simply sat down and looked

comfortable. That did the

trick.

• Putting on weight is the

penalty for exceeding the

feed limit.

• Christmas: the season when

your neighbours keep you

awake playing Silent Night.
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Laughter Lines

Man walks into a bar...

• An Oxford comma walks into a bar, where it spends the evening

watching television, getting drunk, and smoking cigars.

• A dangling participle walks into a bar. Enjoying a cocktail and chatting with the

bartender, the evening passes pleasantly.

• A bar is walked into by the passive

voice.

• An oxymoron walked into a bar, and

the silence was deafening.

• Two quotation marks walk into a

"bar".

• Hyperbole totally rips into this

insane bar and absolutely destroys

everything.

• A question mark walks into a bar?

• A mixed metaphor walks into a bar,

sees the writing on the wall but

hopes to nip it in the bud.

• A non-sequitur walks into a bar. In a

strong wind, even turkeys can fly.

• Three intransitive verbs walk into a

bar. They sit. They converse. They

depart.

• A synonym strolls into a tavern.

• At the end of the day, a cliche walks into a bar:

fresh as a daisy, cute as a button, and sharp as a

tack.

• A figure of speech literally walks into a bar and

ends up getting figuratively smashed.

• An allusion walks into a bar, despite the fact that

alcohol is its Achilles heel.

• The subjunctive would have walked into a bar, had

it only known.

• The past, the present, and the future walked into a

bar. It was tense.

• A dyslexic walks into a bra.

• A verb walks into a bar, sees a beautiful noun, and

suggests they conjugate. The noun declines.

• A simile walks into a bar, as parched as the desert.

• A gerund and an infinitive walk into a bar, drinking to forget.

RIP David Prowse
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An Epiphany Story

This story is set in an unnamed Middle Eastern country where a multi-national

force are trying to maintain an uneasy peace.

The Travellers        by:   Christopher Scargill

The Tricolore hung limply from the lead truck's radio antenna in the baking heat.

Sergeant Mellor stared at the new arrivals with some puzzlement. The French sector

was right up in the mountains and it was the first time any of the British troops

manning this particular outpost of the multi-national peace-keeping force had had

any contact with the French Force Etoile. What had brought them down here?

Mellor's musings were interrupted by the message that Captain Angell wanted to

see him at once.

"Stand easy, Mellor. This" − he indicated an officer standing by the window, his

nationality evident from the kepi he was wearing − "is Commandant Chevalier of

Force Etoile. He's brought us rather a tricky job and I want you to take it on. He's

brought three civilians down from the mountains and we're supposed to escort them

to Beit-el-Hama."

The sergeant was puzzled − this didn't sound any more tricky than the normal run

of things. Seeing the look on his face, Chevalier, interjected "The difficult part is

that they're travelling with the President's blessing, but we don't think he's, what do

you say, on the level."

"When is he ever," thought Mellor, but he said nothing. It was not for an other

rank in the multi-national force to express derogatory views of the militia leader

who'd managed to get himself the presidency, even if a deep mistrust of the

president and his henchmen was the one thing that united all the troops of every

nationality in that force. Instead he asked "What's their mission, sir? It's a long way

to come from the mountains."

"Perhaps they'll explain it to you," responded Angell. "All we've been told is that

they're looking for a refugee family with a new baby − but they're quite a

significant bunch themselves, so there's something big going on."

Some time later, as the troopers loaded the final items of equipment into their

armoured Landrovers and manoeuvred into position in front and behind the battered

Toyota Landcruiser which had brought the three strangers, Mellor cast an eye over

the men he was to escort. One of them he recognised; Professor Al Khedoumi − an

astro-physicist with an international reputation, who'd given it all up to become one

of the few honest politicians in the country − a career choice which carried with it a
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remarkably short life expectancy. Despite his position amongst the political elite,

Khedoumi treated the second member of the party, an old man in traditional robes,

with the beard and turban of a religious teacher, with considerable deference. The

third man, middle aged and running somewhat to fat, was dressed in a western suit,

but beyond that and the fact he was carrying a black attaché case, the sergeant had

no clue to his identity.

The convoy moved off, the machine gunners on the Landrovers scanning the

countryside for danger. It wasn't until they pulled up at another British checkpoint

that Mellor had the opportunity to get some answers to his questions. He

approached Khedoumi.

"Pretty barren round here, isn't it, sir. Miles and miles of nothing much. Well

that's what it looks like to me − but I suppose it's home for you. Home always feels

different."

"No, sergeant. This looks like miles of nothing to me too. I'm from Urieh high in

the mountains − well it was until the previous regime destroyed it. I'll always be a

mountain man at heart."

Mellor decided to plunge in. "Hope you don't mind me asking sir, but what's all

this about? I know you're looking for a refugee family with a baby, but the whole

bloody country's full of refugee families, half of them with babies. What makes this

one so special that three men like yourselves are looking for them and we're

protecting you while you do it?"

"Well, sergeant, I suppose you have a right to ask. Up in the mountains we're a

bit different from the rest of the country − religion, customs, everything. Neither the

Sunnis nor the Shi-ites like us. Suleiman is one of our greatest religious teachers.

He had a word from God that a great king is to be born. He brings the child special

incense from our holiest shrine. Me − I'm  not sure about words from God − I'm a

scientist. But I was approached by Ibn Daoud. He's a businessman based in Beirut

whose family were powerful before the dictatorship. He still has contacts down

here amongst the Arabs of the Plain and he heard of a distant cousin of the old royal

family − a poor man, who had married a girl whose family came from the capital.

There was a child on the way. Think about it, sergeant. This country has no leader.

It's being torn apart by different factions. We need someone to bring together the

city folk, the Arabs of the Plain and our mountain tribes. If the child lives he could

be that leader. He could bring peace, reconciliation. You know there's an

astronomical phenomenon where Saturn, Mars and Jupiter come together and it

seems to create a bright light like a new star. These three elements have come
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together and created a star of hope for us."

"And I hope you're right," thought Mellor, as they scrambled back into the

vehicles. But the scientist's most significant phrase seemed to be 'if the child lives'.

The way things were, that didn't seem too likely, a misgiving reinforced when the

NCO in charge of the checkpoint came over.

"You do know you're being followed, don't you, sergeant? Up on the hillside −
they arrived a few minutes after you did and they've been watching ever since."

The remainder of the journey to Beit-el-Hama was tense, the soldiers expecting

an attack at any moment, the three civilians crouching on the floor of their car while

their driver looked increasingly nervous. It was almost dark when they drew into

the village. In a cloud of dust the convoy swept past the hostile stares of the men

smoking and gambling at the tables in front of the cafe, stopping in front of the next

door house, which stood a little way back off the road. There was a star scrawled in

chalk on the house door, courtesy of one of Ibn Daoud's 'contacts'.

The old religious teacher Suleiman was the first through the door. He fell to his

knees in awe in front of a mother who was cradling her child, as the father looked

anxiously on. Suleiman opened a pot and a sickly sweet smell of incense filled the

room. But Mellor, looking over the civilians' shoulders, saw that the parents were

not looking at these strange visitors, but at their baby son, who was screaming,

flushed and sweating. He elbowed the travellers aside, shouting for the troop's

medic.

As Harrison, the medic, went about his work, the radio operator came in.

"The president's thugs are on the move, truckloads of them. Angell says our

travellers need to get out PDQ."

"What about the family − can we get them in the Landrovers too?"

"No chance," said Harrison."The kid's on a drip. I've had to give him a massive

dose of painkillers. Tell Angell he'll have to be casevaced (airlifted) out to the UN

base hospital in Egypt."

"Egypt," wailed the father. "How can we go to Egypt? How can we live in

Egypt?"

"Do not worry," said Ibn Daoud, opening his attache case to reveal rows of green

US dollars. "This will enable you to set up home there."

Thus it was that first light saw a Chinook clatter away to fly parents and child to

safety in Egypt, taking with them a people's hopes for reconciliation and peace,

while Mellor and his troop led the travellers back to the safety of the mountains by

another route.
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Christmas Cards

In the past at St Thomas', members of the congregation have been able to leave

Christmas cards at the back of church, where they could be collected by other

worshippers. Unfortunately, we have come to the conclusion that that system is not

going to be appropriate this year. Not only is there some risk of contamination, but

we have been instructed to discourage groups of people gathering at the back of

church before and after services. Moreover, some regular attenders do not yet feel

able to attend worship again and their cards would simply sit at the back of church.

We understand that some of you, in the light of this, will just make your own

arrangements, but we would like to offer a way of getting your Christmas greetings

out to fellow members of the congregation.

We invite you to pass on your choice of a short greeting for the whole congregation

to Kath Asquith (phone: 367768; email: mkasquith@gmail.com). She will collate

them and we will make all the messages up into an A3 booklet (rather like the

service sheets for baptisms) with a suitable design on the front. These will be

photocopied and left at the back of church for you to pick up as you pick up one of

the weekly service sheets. You can also pick one up for anyone from church you

know is self-isolating and put it through their letter box. If you wish to make use of

this system we invite you make a donation to the church of whatever you think

appropriate.

No Doubt in 2021

Ten editions of the magazine are planned for the coming

year. The price will remain unchanged at £1 per copy.

An annual subscription can be paid in advance for all ten

editions: the price is £10 for copies collected from

church or delivered by a volunteer, or £15 if posted.

Subscriptions are payable in January.

Advertising rates also remain unchanged for the coming

year. Have a word with one of the editorial team if you know of any individuals or

businesses that might be interested in advertising in the magazine.

Similarly, have a word if you would be willing to help distribute the magazine.

There are quite a few people out in the community − both in private houses and in

rest homes − who find it hard to get to church in person, who have received the

magazine in the past and who, presumably, might be interested in doing so again.

Lockdown and church closure hasn't helped, of course, but the main reason is a lack

of volunteers to do the distribution. Can you help?
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From the Archives

On 18th December 2010, the church hosted an

unusual and ambitious pre-Christmas event entitled

Look Into Christmas. Together with lots of photos,

the following week's local paper summarised it thus:

Parishioners at St Thomas' Church saw Christmas in a new light this weekend.

For a visual interpretation of Christmas carols went on show on Saturday. The

displays are unique takes on traditional festive songs such as God Rest Ye Merry

Gentlemen, Ding Dong Merrily On High and Jesus Christ Is Born.

In fact, the programme reveals that there were a total of thirty displays around the

church. Each had been put together either by a group of individuals directly drawn

from the church community (the PCC, the wardens, the Readers, the clergy, the

sidespeople, Messy Church, the choir, Coffee Shop, the house groups, the cleaners,

the Mothers Union, the flower arrangers, the Mens Association, to name a few) or

by groups linked to the church from the wider community (including the school,

various nurseries and toddler groups, the Guides, Brownies and Rainbows, the

Dance Academy, and Home-Start). Each had chosen a particular hymn and

illustrated it with a table display. Who can forget the table tennis club's Ping Pong

Merrily On High? Classic! There were also musical performances during the day, a
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visit from the mayor, some games, various refreshments and all the usual trappings

of a successful fund-raising and image-raising event.

But what none of the above tells you was that that particular Saturday was special

for another reason: an event rare indeed in St Annes, a heavy fall of snow! The

church, and indeed the whole town, looked particularly beautiful that morning.
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Puzzle Solutions

Lateral Thinking

The 'rogue' item is the picture on the second row from the
bottom, third column from the left (shown here to the

right). If you think it looks familiar, however, that's

because, although it was never a magazine cover, it did
appear at various places around the church during the year,

and most notably on the large external notice board on

St Thomas' Road. More fundamentally, it is a beautiful
image and carries an inspiring and timeless message.

2020 Quiz

(1) 10 Downing Street. (We can thank a certain Mr D Cummins for that one!)

(2) Kirk Douglas. (3) Dipping the communion wafer in the wine. (4) "In a world where
you can be anything, be kind". (5) Wash our hands. (6) Years which aren't leap years are

known as common years. (7) Eyam, a village in Derbyshire, chose to quarantine itself for

14 months after an outbreak of plague in 1665; approximately 75 percent of the villagers
died from the disease. (8) 'Quarantine' derives from the Italian 'quaranta giorni', meaning

forty days. (9) President Macron visited Britain on 18th July to commemorate de Gaulle's

broadcast to France in 1940. It was also the anniversary of the battle of Waterloo.
(10) The United States, Europe, Russia and China have all launched rockets to Mars this

year. (11) Palmerston, the Foreign Office cat! (12) Sajid Javid. (13) The Battle of the

Tennis Court was part of the Burma Campaign during the Second World War. It was
remembered in August as part of VJ Day commemorations. (14) The BBC initially

banned the singing of the lyrics of Rule Britannia, though the decision was subsequently

reviewed. (15) The Mayflower settlers' celebration of harvest gave rise to Thanksgiving.
(16) Minneapolis, Minnesota. (17) 23rd March. (18) Parasite, a Korean black comedy.

(19) Andrew Johnson, president from 1865 to 1869, was impeached over alleged misuse

of the presidential veto; he was acquitted by the Senate by one vote. Bill Clinton,
president from 1993 to 2001, was impeached for allegedly obstructing justice and lying

under oath in relation to sexual harassment lawsuits brought against him; he remained in

office, even though one of the Senate votes was tied 50-50. (20) Barnard Castle in
County Durham.
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Hello and Goodbye

It can be hard to know when to stop doing something and our decision to retire as

editors of this magazine at the end of this year was not taken lightly. The fact that

Kaye Houston has agreed to step in and take on the job has made things much

easier. We are very grateful to her for agreeing to do this and are confident that we

are leaving No Doubt in safe hands. We look forward to seeing the new ideas and

innovations she will bring to the task. Kaye introduces herself in her own words

below...

Hello everyone,

My name is Kaye Houston, I'm 38 and I live in St Annes

with my partner, our two children, two dogs and cat. I

love knitting, crocheting, being outdoors, hiking, climbing

mountains, running and generally being very busy!

I have been involved with St Thomas' Church for a

number of years as my son Finneus attends St Thomas'

School. We regularly attend the school services, All Age

Worship, Messy Church and Youth Group. After my son

took his communion lessons with Chris a couple of years

ago, I decided that it was about time that I was confirmed myself and back in

January Bishop Jill came and carried out a wonderful service. Since then, I have

gradually been getting a lot more involved with church life and was nominated to

join the PCC in October.

I am honoured that Mandy and Ian feel that they can 'pass the torch' and start

the transition to me running the church magazine from next year. I'm sure

everyone will want to join me in passing on a huge amount of gratitude and

thanks for all the hard work that they have put in to it over the years.

The parish of St Thomas is a very special thing to be a part of and the magazine

plays a huge part in keeping people together, especially during times of heavy

restrictions and isolation that we have all felt this year.

I look forward to getting to know you all and please, don't hesitate to get in touch.

Kaye

The new contact details for the magazine are as follows:

It has been a pleasure and a privilege to be the editors of this magazine for the last

five years. Let us finish by thanking all our readers, contributors and advertisers for

their support and wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Mandy and Ian Palmer
 (retiring editors)

email: khazel82@gmail.com

mobile: 07985 278791




